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Our All-in-
interactive travel Web site 
provides online bookings, 
policy compliance and savings.

RezPort+SM helps companies effectively manage their online business travel costs.

Innovative policy compliance and customized display tools ensure travelers select

the most cost-effective travel options when making reservations online. 

With RezPort+, travelers can book a complete itinerary in just a few minutes. 

Other features include Trip Templates for frequently-used itineraries, automated 

low fare search, real-time flight status, helpful trip planning resources and access 

to American Express’ corporate hotel and rental car programs.

RezPort+ is accessible 24-hours a day, 7 days a week, with around-the-clock 

customer support. And all reservations are included in your company’s 

management reports for a complete picture of travel spending.

Put the power of one to work for 
your company. Call 1-888-83-AMEX1.
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of a kind
is the customized travel
program we’ll create 
for your company.

At American Express One, we focus on ways to tailor our services to meet 
your needs, not the other way around. And we dedicate all of our resources 
to serving the specialized business travel needs of our customers.*

Our experienced account managers take a proactive role in identifying 
ways to apply our resources to enhance your travel program. And they’ll 
recommend innovative technology, such as our online booking engines, to 
make business travel more cost-effective for your company and easier for
your travelers.

With dedicated resources and expertise, American Express One can create 
travel programs that are one-of-a-kind, not “one-size-fits-all.” And we may 
just be a perfect fit for you.

Put the power of one to work for 
your company. Call 1-888-83-AMEX1.

* American Express One specializes in companies with less than $10 million in annual air travel.
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simple step
is all it takes to recover
funds from unused 
electronic airline tickets.

Our proprietary Ticket TraxSM service finds and refunds unused airline e-tickets,

helping you get back travel dollars that would have been forfeited to the airlines.

Ticket Trax automatically initiates and handles the e-ticket refund process, so

there’s no additional work required by travelers or the travel manager.

Detailed monthly reports identify unused e-tickets and the dollar amount refunded.

And you have the option of sending travelers a fax notification to let them know

that the refund process has begun.

Put the power of one to work for 
your company. Call 1-888-83-AMEX1.


